
The security headlines now plaguing enterprises of all sizes are especially 
distressing for organizations who lack the resources and expertise to 
prepare and respond with confidence. phoenixNAP is a classic leading 
midmarket IaaS and co-location provider who has set themselves apart 
by investing big to take on the security challenge for their customers. 
Read on to learn how they are making holistic security easily 
understandable and accessible to customers and bringing the crack 
security required to protect customers’ brands, clients, and businesses.

phoenixNAP’s origins are in classic hosting and 

co-location, and as the cloud evolved they transitioned 

to an IaaS model. Seeing the opportunity for stronger 

di�erentiation in security, their challenge was two-fold: 

a robust yet easy to understand and consume security 

o�er that broadly addressed customers’ current and 

future needs, and an accelerated path to transition their 

story and sales approach to capitalize on the new 

security focus. 

1) Build, buy, and partner for o�er expertise: phoenixNAP 
acquired expertise through a combination of internal 
investments, talent acquisitions, and deep partnerships 
with Intel, VMware, and others to drive an integrated 
so�ware + hardware approach. 

2) Be bold in cra�ing new GTM approaches: to become a 
one-stop security provider, phoenixNAP cra�ed a 
channel model to make their investments broadly 
available to customers through solution providers. 

3) Invest in sales: phoenixNAP understood that an 
investment in their sellers was an investment in their 
customer relationships and focused on senior 
leadership to drive a tight story and enable sellers to 
provide highly responsive security expertise.

Challenge: Solution Recipe:

A Holistic Security Solution 
phoenixNAP’s Data Security Cloud starts with fundamental security capabilities 
and extends to an integrated, comprehensive offering that is rolling out  
over time. phoenixNAP's mission is to build the world's most secure cloud 
infrastructure for their customers.

•   Foundation: Integrated software and hardware security capabilities including 
advanced network firewalling based on VMware’s NSX and high performance 
All Flash vSAN and Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors.

•   Advanced: Built-in data protection, endpoint security tools, external 
vulnerability scanning, and log management and response   
(infrastructure only).

phoenixNAP Goes All-in on Holistic Security 
for MidMarket

Essentials

An essential initial step to reach 
a place of being able to focus on 
an advanced security o�ering 
was driving internal e�ciencies, 
leveraging many elements of 
today’s Cloud Provider Platform 
such as vCloud Director, vSAN, 
and NSX. 

•   Enterprise: Enhanced log management, proactive notification and response, 
deep packet inspection, enhanced DDoS protection.

•   Deep Security: A steadfast managed detection and response toolset with 
phoenixNAP’s teams working on customer’s behalf, next-generation AI driven 
analytics and intelligence, full service disaster recovery built in. 

These capabilities cover a full range of security requirements including 
Application Protection, Network and Endpoint Security, Log Management and 
Monitoring, Data Protection, and advanced support and response. 
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With a market announcement in October 2017 and go-live in January 2018, even in these early days, 
phoenixNAP is seeing the fruits of their security investments. Data Security Cloud is phoenixNAP's fastest 
growing pipeline in history, and the average deal size is over 150% of legacy o�erings. Also, the 
business-critical nature of the security o�er – keeping customers out of security breach headlines and the 
material consequences thereof -- means that phoenixNAP’s strategic signi�cance as a partner has increased. 
Several large solution provider/VAR partners have also chosen to resell phoenixNAP’s Data Security Cloud in 
order to bring one-stop secure cloud to their customers.  As security headlines from organizations of every 
size and industry continue to �ood inboxes each week, phoenixNAP is seeing strong early success with their 
holistic security o�er through a clear story that makes the complexity of security more accessible.

Success 

Build to Scale Sales
From the conceptual phase of the Data Security Cloud, phoenixNAP focused on 
building a solution that would not only be leading-edge, but also easy to scale 
through a new route to market via solution providers and VARs (value added 
resellers). phoenixNAP invested in channel expertise alongside their technical 
expertise and now has a new channel of trusted advisors who consolidate 
many IT offerings, including DSC secure cloud infrastructure. 

Expert, Responsive Sellers
Finally, phoenixNAP invested in sales, starting with new senior sales leadership 
with expertise in the security space, they implemented a sales approach that 
focuses on helping customers see value in extending their security investments 
as a customer differentiator. Finally, they continued their focus on highly 
responsive sales that flex to meet customer needs. 

•   Enterprise: Enhanced log management, proactive notification and response, 
deep packet inspection, enhanced DDoS protection.

•   Deep Security: A steadfast managed detection and response toolset with 
phoenixNAP’s teams working on customer’s behalf, next-generation AI driven 
analytics and intelligence, full service disaster recovery built in. 

These capabilities cover a full range of security requirements including 
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From William Bell, 
VP Products at phoenixNAP

In building our Data Security 
Cloud o�ers, teamwork was the 
key. With partners like VMware 
and Intel for an integrated 
hardware plus software 
advantage, to internal teaming 
across everyone who works with 
customers — from engineering 
to sales to marketing and 
beyond — we focused on 
ensuring customers understand 
security threats and how 
phoenixNAP clearly helped 
them avoid headlines.


